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RESISTANCE ON LOIS LOWRY’S THE GIVER QUARTET: PSYCHOSOCIAL PERSPECTIVE

Abstrak


Kata kunci: ketahanan diri, memperoleh identitas diri, psikososial
Dystopian fiction is very popular recently, because it present something different. Mostly of the dystopian story tell about the dissatisfaction toward the authorities. Lois Lowry’s The Giver quartet is one of the example of sequel that talk about the dissatisfaction toward the authority. Lowry wants to show that everyone has a freedom and right to think about himself. Individual has right to choose his own identity. From The Giver quartet we can know that in gaining the identity, the individual has to resist in the such condition. Resistance is a kind of attitude, activity and also understanding that can be in the form of overt or covert against the power. It is also a result of creation or expansion of space for making choices, the open up possibilities by undermining or restructuring such power relations which limits and produces possible identities, action space or bodies. The resistance of the individual in the society is very important toward gaining the identity. From the psychosocial perspective, during the adolescence period, individual will pass the stage of gaining the identity. The succesfull of individual in gaining the identity will influence the next future.

**Keyword :** resistance, gaining identity, psychosocial